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Abstract: Increasing volatility in manufacturing and rising sustainability requirements demand
more efficient processes in production, especially in employee qualification and engineering during
development and on-site adjustments before and after the start of production. One possible solu-
tion is using digital twins for virtual commissioning, which can speed up engineering processes,
qualify employees, and save valuable resources. To solve these challenges, it is necessary to identify
promising approaches for using the digital twin and virtual commissioning. Furthermore, creating
an environment where these approaches can be optimally explored is essential. This paper presents
promising research approaches and demonstrates the development of an assembly process and a
production system with a digital twin designed to explore these aspects. The presented system is an
interlinked production system for assembling an actual industrial product. It includes different levels
of human–robot interaction and automation, which can be implemented virtually in the digital twin.

Keywords: production system; practical research; assembly; digital twin; virtual commissioning;
hybrid assembly

1. Introduction

The digital twin concept is often described in research but rarely implemented in prac-
tice. Even rarer is implementing the physical production system with its digital equivalent
in the context of hybrid assembly. The practical exploration of virtual commissioning of
complex and interlinked production systems is challenging in research, as corresponding
research objects are rarely available.

This untapped potential exists even though the digital twin is becoming increasingly
important in industrial discussions to reduce cost and increase economic effectiveness
in various industries. Nevertheless, the digital twin still faces several challenges, and
issues such as data standardisation, data management, and data security need to be further
explored and improved to realise its market potential [1].

Moreover, practical research objects such as implemented production systems are
helpful and even necessary in some research work. This paper presents an approach that
results in an implemented production system with a digital twin to address issues of purely
theoretical research work in this context, the lack of practical evaluation of promising
theoretical approaches, and the gap between simulation and reality.

After identifying several promising research approaches, a production system was
developed in cooperation with EDAG Production Solutions. On the one hand, this produc-
tion system has a solid industrial reference. On the other hand, it is designed to meet the
requirements of the identified practical research approaches. Topics such as real hybrid
assembly and researching relevant topics around digital twinning will be addressed prac-
tically with this system, as shown in Figure 1. It is called COssembly, as it combines the
two focus areas of Assembly and Cobots. This research object is ideal for investigating
challenges such as increasing the efficiency of virtual commissioning in processes with
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human–robot interaction (HRI), line balancing of HRI assembly systems, bin picking in
virtual commissioning, or HRI training in the context of learning factories.
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Figure 1. COssembly production system in operation.

After giving an overview of the relevant literature, the following section deals with
various research potentials that have been elaborated based on the literature. In particular,
the intersections between the three domains production systems, HRI, and virtual com-
missioning are addressed. Subsequently, in the course of the presentation of COssembly
with its digital twin, the functionalities, structure, and design are explained, and the digital
behavioural twin is presented.

2. State of the Art: Digital Twin in the Context of Hybrid Assembly

The digital twin has a broad and diverse range of applications, including, e.g., aerospace,
construction, agriculture, mining, utilities, healthcare, and smart cities. Nevertheless, the
current dominant application area is engineering and manufacturing. In this context, the
digital twin is mainly used for the virtual representation of objects and processes and for
the simulation of operational processes [1].

In this work, various publications dealing with different challenges in manufacturing
have been analysed. Five relevant research fields were then defined, and the literature
was allocated to these fields. Table 1 lists the literature considered for this work and its
classification into the research fields of digital twin in manufacturing, virtual commis-
sioning, HRI, line balancing of HRI assembly lines, and bin-picking. The publications
analysed included literature reviews on the different areas and publications presenting
novel promising approaches, ultimately with the aim of presenting relevant research in the
areas mentioned.

Table 1. Literature considered for an overview of the state of the art.

Reviewed Field Literature

Digital twin in manufacturing [1–8]
Virtual commissioning [9–14]

Human–robot interaction [15–18]
Line balancing of HRI assembly lines [19–22]

Bin-picking [23–28]
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2.1. Digital Twin in Manufacturing

The term digital twin is still not uniformly interpreted and defined in the current
literature. Some definitions differ more, and some characteristics are generally valid
across different meanings. Additional variations of the digital twin and its definition have
emerged. The context and perspective from which a definition of the digital twin emerges
greatly influence how it is defined [2].

One of the first descriptions of a digital equivalence to a physical product is the concept
of Grieves [3], which was the basis for many further definitions. In this description, the term
digital twin was introduced. In Grieves’s work, the digital twin consists of three main parts:
the physical product in the real world, the digital product in the virtual world, and the data
as well as information that link both worlds [3]. To illustrate this abstract concept, it was
exemplified for manufacturing processes by Qi and Tao [4] while considering the product
life cycle. The concept is presented in Figure 2. Through the implemented reciprocal data
exchange, the digital twin integrates all manufacturing processes to achieve a closed loop
and thus improve the operations of the individual phase in the product life cycle.
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Figure 2. Digital twin in manufacturing cf. [4].

According to [5], realising the reciprocal exchange of data between the products of
the real and the virtual world is a key requirement for implementing a digital twin. Also,
according to the definition of [6], the distinction between the digital model, the digital
shadow, and the digital twin is made according to their level of data integration between
the real world and the virtual world product. This understanding of the structure and
development of systems at different maturity levels towards a digital twin can be further
extended by the concept of a pre-digital twin, shown in Figure 3. It is characterised by a
virtual generic executable system model that primarily aims to reduce technical risks and
reveal technical issues before the physical product is manufactured. For this reason, it is
also known as a virtual prototype [7,8].
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Regardless of the definition of a digital twin and despite the promising forecasts
in several industries, the digital twin still faces significant challenges in terms of high
deployment costs, increased demands for power and storage, and the complexity of its
architecture. Similarly, the issues of data quality and security, the usability of complex
systems such as a digital twin, and the benefits of a digital twin solution are not fully
explored. These issues need to be addressed, and the digital twin’s current state of the art
needs to be improved to develop an efficient technology that can be used across industries
and contribute to a highly advanced digital revolution [1].

2.2. Virtual Commissioning

The Association of German Engineers (VDI) published a standard to define virtual
commissioning accurately. This standard defines virtual commissioning as testing sin-
gle components and functions of an automation system using simulation models and
methods [9]. Virtual commissioning is used to detect errors in engineering, design, or
programming of manufacturing systems at an early stage and therefore reduce the time
needed to correct them during real commissioning. It consists of commissioning and
testing the manufacturing system based on simulation instead of the physically existing
system [10]. In this way, virtual commissioning promises higher quality and makes project
schedules more likely to be met [11].

According to [12], the most common application scenario of virtual commissioning
is still testing the PLC program in automation systems. At the same time, simulations
related to safety or energy management are not widely established yet. Therefore, Lechler
et al. present a scenario of virtual commissioning in human–robot collaboration systems,
allowing the analysis of potential risks for workers in a safe environment and improving
the acceptance of the collaborative setting [12].

Sinnemann et al. add another aspect to the methods and propose an architecture
for optimising energy consumption in production systems by including energy models
in virtual commissioning. Including the simulation of energy consumption during the
engineering phase results in a significantly higher optimisation potential than optimisations
during the operating phase. However, as a prerequisite, Sinnemann et al. claim that
adequate models need to be provided by component manufacturers as standard, as is
the case today with CAD data [13]. Although virtual commissioning has been researched
for several years, it still lacks standardisation regarding the methods and terminology,
resulting in challenges in consolidating virtual commissioning [14].

2.3. Human–Robot Interaction

The field of HRI encompasses a wide range of interaction possibilities. In addition to
interaction in the area of cognition and perception, exchange in the area of handling also
needs to be considered [15]. In this area, different types of interaction are classified:

• Coexistence: Humans and robots work side by side in fenceless mode but do not have
a shared workspace.

• Synchronised: The workflow is designed so that the human and robot share a common
workspace, but the intended sequence is that only one interaction partner is in the
workspace at a time.
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• Cooperation: Both interaction partners can have tasks in a shared workspace but are
not working on the same product or component.

• Collaboration: Common task simultaneous at the same product or component [16].

HRI systems are characterised by the elimination of separating protective devices
between the industrial robot and its environment. Therefore, HRI-specific operation modes
are necessary to ensure the health of the operating personnel [17]. According to the DIN EN
ISO 10218, there are four permissible operating modes for collaborative tasks: safety-rated
monitored stop, manual guidance, velocity and distance monitoring, and power and force
limitation [18]. Apart from power and force limitation, the operating modes are based on
sensors so that safety requirements are met. For this purpose, different sensors are used,
such as laser-based distance, force and torque, attendance, or contact sensors [17].

The use of HRI systems combines the capabilities of humans with the advantages of
automation and robotics. While humans can act flexibly and intelligently to unexpected
tasks or events and thus possess fast and high adaptability, robots have advantages in
speed, repeatability, endurance, and strength.

2.4. Line Balancing of HRI Assembly Lines

Assembly line balancing (ALB) describes the problem of distributing tasks involved
in product assembly to available assembly stations. The tasks are subject to various con-
straints, such as prescribed sequences or process times. The main objective of optimal
distribution is to maximise the output of an assembly line or to maximise efficiency by main-
taining the output and reducing the costs (e.g., by reducing the workstations required) [19].
The use of collaborative robots in assembly lines is increasing. Nevertheless, only a few
published scientific articles address assembly line balancing optimisation for HRI scenarios.
Therefore, Li et al. propose a mathematical model to solve the line balancing problem
for a collaborative U-shaped assembly line, considering different process alternatives and
collaborative robots. However, the approach does not consider a mixed model scenario
with different products assembled in one assembly line. Moreover, the authors do not
describe how the task execution times are determined [20].

Gualteri et al. propose a methodology to optimise the assembly cycle time in the HRI
assembly line in six steps. The procedure includes the analysis of the assembly system
and tasks, the static task allocation between robot and human, the definition of the robot
execution time based on coefficients, the identification of the assembly scenarios, and the
calculation of an optimised assembly cycle time [21].

Safety issues are crucial in the planning and success of HRI assembly lines, but they are
just marginally considered in the proposed approaches. Therefore, Faccio et al. introduced
a model that considers safety as an additional constraint. The model allows the authors to
consider the distance between the operator and the collaborative robot and consequently
include the robot’s speed while optimising the task assignment [22].

2.5. Bin-Picking

The field of bin picking has been researched for decades and is still a highly researched
topic. Bin-picking can be described as the process of picking parts that are stored arbitrarily
in boxes or bulks and placing them in a defined way. It is usually performed by a robot
guided by a vision system [23]. According to Cordeiro et al., bin picking can be divided
into two main challenges: robot grasping and data acquisition. In addition to short cycle
times, robustness, and easy maintenance, bin-picking systems also have to be flexible
in terms of the parts handled. Flexible or general bin-picking systems are researched to
accomplish this. Recent approaches mainly propose methods based on machine learning
techniques to encounter the different challenges of bin picking for differing parts, such as
pose estimation or path planning [24]. Furthermore, combining conventional methods like
feature extraction and matching with novel machine learning methods shows promising
results regarding short cycle time and high precision in industrial bin picking [25].
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Another researched aspect is the shortening of planning and commissioning of bin-
picking systems. Schyja and Kuhlenkötter present an approach for the realistic simulation
of bin-picking systems using physics engines and realistic robot simulation, therefore facili-
tating the configuration and optimisation of the system before commissioning [26]. Li et al.
propose a framework to train neural networks for object recognition and pose estimation
based on semi-synthetic data generation. The framework can generate synthetical data
based on a 3D model of the part, which is then improved by using cropped scenes from
real images [27].

Metzner et al. present a system for the virtual commissioning of bin-picking cells
covering tasks from object detection and pose estimation to robot grasping. The system
includes a virtual camera that computes point clouds from a virtual scene, rendered in an
industrial CAD system and ultimately used for pose estimation with a feature-mapping
algorithm. An additional virtual robot controller allows real robot programs to be tested
and grasping to be simulated [28].

3. Research Potentials for the Use of a Production System with a Digital Twin

The state of the art reveals numerous challenges and untapped potential for the optimal
use of virtual commissioning, production systems, and HRI in manufacturing. Especially
in the planning and optimisation of HRI assembly systems, there is still excellent research
potential, which should be exploited for a broad market introduction of HRI systems. The
authors of this paper aim to address the research gaps outlined in the following section.
Figure 4 provides an overview of the three intersecting thematic areas of research to be
addressed. Explicit research gaps can be identified, especially at the intersection of these
topics. They are therefore discussed in the following paragraphs. At the intersection
of all three areas, COssembly is presented because, with this production system and its
digital twin, it is possible to address all the thematic areas. As an interlinked production
system with an HRI focus and a digital twin, it combines all the necessary aspects for the
envisioned research projects.
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3.1. Increasing Efficiency in the Use of Virtual Commissioning for HRI Systems

As Lechler, Sinnemann, and Lidell [12–14] stated, a significant effort in virtual com-
missioning is the creation of suitable models, as automation component manufacturers
often do not provide sufficient models beyond CAD data. Therefore, we aim to extend
existing and widely accepted standards for using advanced simulation models for virtual
commissioning supplied by different manufacturers. The standard can be based on the
neutral data exchange format AutomationML, defined in IEC 62714 [29]. It should facilitate
the provision of the correct information needed for simulation while protecting the tech-
nical knowledge of the manufacturers. The goal is to overcome proprietary models and
provide models for relevant components in assembly systems. A standardised workflow is
needed to enable the evolution from virtual commissioning to a digital twin through the
physically existing assembly system. This way, the necessary modelling effort is reduced.

Another step in establishing virtual commissioning is to improve the accuracy of
the simulation model, especially for the virtual commissioning of HRI systems. The data
provided by the manufacturers to optimise the robot trajectory are usually insufficient to
represent the robot’s dynamic behaviour. To improve the accuracy, experimental identifica-
tion of the parameters of the real robots should be carried out [30]. Because HRI scenarios
can be manifold, the experiments should be as diverse as possible. Hence, collaboration
scenarios with differing sizes, manufacturers, and tasks such as handling or assembling
need to be analysed and used to improve the dynamic models of the robot. Furthermore,
the potential of the HRI simulation tool presented by Glogowski et al. [31] needs to be
exploited by using interfaces to real robot systems from different manufacturers, leading to
a higher accuracy of HRI simulation.

3.2. Line Balancing of HRI Assembly Systems

Regarding line balancing problems in HRI assembly systems, existing approaches
should be combined with the simulation tool developed by Glogowski et al. [31]. Since
none of the in Section 2 mentioned models for optimal line balancing, included realistic
robot simulation for the cycle time estimation, more precise results can be expected using
this simulation tool. Another advantage of the simulation tool is the possibility of including
safety aspects in calculating robot cycle times. Nevertheless, a realistic environment is
needed to validate the simulation results and the optimal line balancing, including varying
scenarios, processes, resources, and real products. In advance, the proposed combination
can be extended by means of digital twin architecture, as seen in Figure 5. The digital twin
architecture for line balancing enables the system to react to process deviations and changes
in the general workload. Deviations can be errors like damaged parts, exhausted labourers,
or differing skill levels. On the other hand, a changing workload results from production
planning, fluctuating product demands, or any other superior management decision.
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3.3. Including Bin Picking in Virtual Commissioning

Current approaches in the field of bin picking focus on improving vision systems
utilising novel methods such as machine learning and simulation to generate training data.
Nevertheless, the approaches consider the bin-picking systems as individual systems. Since
bin-picking systems are often used for material supply in a production system [32], they
should be considered in the planning and virtual commissioning phase of assembly lines.
Schyja and Kuhlenkötter [26] already proposed a framework for the virtual commissioning
of bin-picking systems without considering object detection or a complete production
system. An extension of the mentioned framework is proposed to achieve better results
during the virtual commissioning of a bin-picking cell. The complete process chain of
bin picking can be simulated by combining virtual object detection with realistic robot
simulation. Therefore, better cycle-time and process-stability estimations can be achieved.
For a holistic assessment of bin-picking in an assembly line, virtual commissioning of
the whole assembly line is needed since synchronisation of the bin-picking system with
preceding and/or subsequent assembly stations must be achieved to exploit the potential
of such a system. Even after the commissioning and start of production of an assembly
line, virtual commissioning models containing the bin-picking system entail promising
benefits when there is a change in resources, materials to be handled, or products to be
assembled. As bin-picking is always bound to randomness due to arbitrarily positioned
objects, varying process times and process stability can occur. By including simulations
of bin-picking systems in a digital twin, dynamic adjustments in production management
can be made to ensure optimal balancing and synchronisation. In an HRI assembly system,
such an adjustment can also imply dynamic task allocation, for example, by assigning
the bin-picking task to a worker based on the complexity of the corresponding part and
its position.

3.4. HRI Training in the Context of Learning Factories

With the introduction of new technologies and digital transformation, the tasks of
employees in manufacturing are changing. Following advancements in technology, new
methods and structures need to be introduced regarding employee qualifications. One
promising approach is teaching in the context of learning factories [33]. Especially concern-
ing the introduction of cobots in manufacturing processes, employees need to be prepared
to cope with the changing work environment. Training settings that represent the working
environment to a high degree seem to be best suited to impart the necessary knowledge
for interaction with robots. Practical scenarios that contain relevant products and pro-
cesses increase the acceptance of the training while enabling the transferability to everyday
work [34]. Training programs based on the digital twin of a production plant need to be
elaborated to do so. Thus, the preparation of employees for HRI can be conducted in a safe
environment using technologies like augmented or virtual reality [35].

Using the digital twin for training purposes comprises the benefits wherein training
can start before the physical plant exists, training does not disturb actual production, and
scenarios like malfunctioning robots can be simulated. Furthermore, for a comprehensive
acquisition of competencies regarding HRI, a training plant that contains various degrees
of interaction while simultaneously representing an industrial manufacturing scenario is
needed. Furthermore, a methodology must be developed to derive training environments
from the digital twin, thus limiting the needed working effort and reducing costs.

4. Implementation of the COssembly with Its Digital Twin

In order to meet the challenges of practical and interdisciplinary research work, a
flexible production plant was developed in cooperation with the system integrator EDAG
Production Solutions. This production system is called COssembly to emphasise one of
the main fields of application in the research project, namely, the combination of human
collaboration capability and assembly technologies. COssembly is installed in the Learning
and Research Factory at the Chair of Production Systems at the Ruhr-University Bochum,
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where researchers from different disciplines can use it for their research interests. Primarily,
COssembly has been conceptualised to cover HRI and new approaches in application-centred
robotics in the field of bin picking, pick and place, robot-guided gripping techniques,
assistance systems, line balancing, and innovative product service systems. The research
fields of data management, simulation, and virtual commissioning in the context of digital
twins are also covered.

4.1. Assembly Process

COssembly was developed as an interlinked production system with different process
steps to serve these research areas, which partly differ in significant ways. Within this
one-linked production system, several different robot manufacturers and robot types, also
regarding various HRI capabilities, were integrated. COssembly combines common industry
robots, HRI-capable robots, and a mobile robot system from Kuka, ABB, and Fanuc. To
establish an industrial reference, the production process of a real industrial product, a
photovoltaic switch box from Phoenix Contact, was chosen as the initial demonstration
process of COssembly. Thus, the system is ideally suited to cover relevant topics regarding
production management in the industry.

The photovoltaic switch box is a complex product produced in the industry for com-
mercial use. It requires several different assembly steps, e.g., bolting, plugging, clamping,
and electric measurements, for testing its functionalities in quality assurance. The various
production processes and stations of COssembly are outlined below using the photovoltaic
switch box as an example product. The mounting process of the photovoltaic switch box
consists of eight production steps. Starting from the plastic housing, the following steps
must be carried out:

1. Human–robot collaborative bolting of the cable gland.
2. Automated bolting of the profile rail.
3. Automated bin picking and mounting of several terminals in fenceless mode.
4. Automated jumper mounting in fenceless mode.
5. Manual wiring.
6. Human–robot collaborative electrical measurements for quality assurance.
7. Manual mounting of the cover.
8. Automated packaging in fenceless mode.

COssembly was developed as a cyber–physical system to research hybrid or purely
digital topics in the context of production systems. The digital twin of COssembly, as
the primary digital research object of the production system, enables various research
approaches. Figure 6 illustrates COssembly with its process steps and the transition of
a digital production system in the virtual world to a physical production system in the
real world.

4.2. Digital Behavioural Twin

The functionality of the digital twin developed for COssembly differs in some points
from the existing and established definitions. For this reason, this digital twin cannot be
categorised as either a digital model, a pre-digital twin, a digital shadow, or a complete
digital twin in the respective definition. The implemented digital twin does not provide an
automated function for data exchange unidirectionally or reciprocally, so it can neither be
a digital shadow nor a complete digital twin. However, the functionality of COssembly’s
digital twin goes far beyond that of a digital model and beyond that of a pre-digital twin, as
the implemented twin can act as an accurate behavioural model while providing detailed
visualisations.

The digital twin of COssembly is therefore defined as a digital behavioural twin that
does not exchange data automatically but depicts accurate behaviour. It contains a detailed
visualisation of all essential components. It can, therefore, act ultimately independently but
simultaneously synchronously with the physical production system. The multifunctionality
of the digital behavioural twin results in multiple benefits with only one model.
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Figure 6. Transition from the digital to the physical production system using the example of COssembly.

With this digital twin structure, it is possible to explore past, present, and future
production scenarios and disruptions without hindering the physical production system,
which results in higher flexibility and independence and, thus, increased availability
of the physical production system. This independent mode of operation is particularly
advantageous when finding the causes of malfunctions with error messages in production
systems. At the same time, the production capability has already been restored through
symptom control. Malfunctions without error messages can also be documented in the
physical production system and be investigated with the digital behavioural twin without
affecting the production operation of the physical production system. Further potential of
a digital behavioural twin is the opportunity to use it for education and training purposes
of specialists and future system operators. They can learn the functionality of the entire
system and its subsystems without the risk of committing errors resulting in interruptions
or damages to the physical production system and thus save unnecessary costs.

4.3. Digital Twin Structure

The digital behavioural twin of COssembly considers the physical plant’s functional
components that are relevant to the behaviour of the physical production system. Figure 7
shows an overview of COssembly’s digital behavioural twin structure. The modelling of the
system’s behaviour is performed in WinMOD [36]. All information and states are merged
in WinMOD. It logically maps the mechatronic behaviour of the components so that the
virtual controller with the same PLC program as the physical controller cannot detect
differences. For the virtual PLC, PLCSIM by Siemens is used, as the physical controller of
COssembly is an S7-PLC from Siemens. The virtual robot controllers are primarily used to
model robot movement and signal control. Therefore, the virtual robot controllers included
in ABB RobotStudio and FANUC Roboguide are used. Also, the virtual robot controllers
run the same programs as the physical robot controllers. Mechatronic concept design is
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used to visualise the entire system. It receives all necessary dynamic information from
WinMOD to generate a realistic process visualisation.
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As far as possible and reasonable, the system architecture of the behavioural twin is
based as closely as possible on that of COssembly’s physical production system. However,
it logically deviates when WinMOD is used as the central element for behaviour modelling.
In the digital behavioural twin, the various robot-based entities communicate via TCP/IP
to exchange signals and information such as axis values. The data exchange with WinMOD
itself and also with Mechatronic Concept Design is mainly realised via shared memories.
Furthermore, the behavioural twin contains the modelling of buttons used by the operator,
meaning that inputs such as starting a process or acknowledging that a process has fin-
ished can be triggered virtually. Additionally, virtual workpieces can be generated in the
behavioural twin and are then assembled virtually. The HMI of the physical production
system is also built identically in PLCSIM, allowing the operator to monitor the state of
the system and acknowledge errors. In principle, the communication structure is already
complex due to the number of participants; in addition, the system was divided into three
local computing units due to the high-performance requirements. The computing units
use the same Ethernet/IP network as the subsystems of the physical plant. This allows
manually triggered data exchange between the digital twin and the physical plant.

The behavioural twin still lacks minor deviations from the physical entity. To be noted
is the missing model of the vibrating bowl feeder, which is utilised in the second assembly
station for the feeding of screws in the bolting process. This is due to the high complexity
of modelling and missing data from the manufacturer. Furthermore, deviation between
physical and virtual entities results from friction and abrasion in the various kinematic
elements of the physical production systems, which are not considered extensively. Also,
accurate acceleration ramps of the conveyor systems are not taken into account. These
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factors might lead to discrepancies in the process times. Lastly, the manual assembly steps
are not included in the digital behavioural twin yet.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

Virtual commissioning and the digital twin have gained much interest in the context
of manufacturing systems in recent years. Yet, there is still a lot of potential to be exploited.
The authors of this paper identified research areas related to current challenges in produc-
tion systems in the context of virtual commissioning and the digital twin. Therefore, an
insight was given into the state of the art of various technologies in manufacturing. Based
on this, a concrete need for research was depicted by the authors.

In particular, linking the domains’ production systems, HRI, and virtual commis-
sioning is of great importance so that no isolated standalone solutions are researched and
developed, but a holistic approach is taken. This approach leads to better transferabil-
ity from research to practice and thus generates industry-relevant results more quickly.
Since the use of collaborative robots in manufacturing systems is increasing, the need
to extend the known methods in virtual commissioning or line balancing towards inte-
grating cobots is identified. Another focus lies in transforming virtual commissioning
models towards a digital twin and exploring the potential a digital twin holds in hybrid
manufacturing systems.

To address the previously identified research gaps, a flexible production system called
COssembly was developed in cooperation with an industrial partner. COssembly contains
a comprehensive digital behavioural twin representing all the relevant elements of the
real production system digitally. Therefore, it is able to display a real assembly situation
digitally, simultaneously, and independently from each other. COssembly is designed for
manufacturing an existing industrial product, thus representing industrial requirements
and scenarios. Concurrently, the design and implementation process considered the in-
tended research focus. Therefore, the system is ideally suited to address current challenges
in modern hybrid manufacturing systems.

Further work will focus on developing an efficient procedure for transforming virtual
commissioning models to a digital twin and identifying, as well as exploiting, the benefits
of a digital twin in manufacturing. In addition, bin-picking simulation will be integrated
into the digital twin, and HRI simulations will be used during virtual commissioning. The
reduction of the simulation to reality gap, e.g., in the vibrating bowl feeder or the conveyor
belts, should be achieved in future investigations and research work with COssembly.
Special focus will be on the consideration of safety aspects and line-balancing methods
in hybrid assembly lines. COssembly will be expanded and used as a validation scenario
to achieve this. Another focal point will be further improving existing HRI simulation
frameworks using real robot controllers and motion-capturing technology. Furthermore,
proficient training will be developed using COssembly as a hybrid assembly system to
accelerate the introduction of HRI into manufacturing systems. Further publications
will provide specific insight into the different research fields and implementations of
novel approaches.
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